
The bus system M30-NM monitors up to 90 non-motorized fire dampers (end limit 
switches) in one zone. It has never been easier to get a system up and running.  
You value simplicity, especially when it comes to maintenance - these are your  
advantages:

 Simple and price attractive - with the UFC24-NM-6 / UFC230-NM-6, there is no 
need for complex wiring of each end limit switch into the control cabinet! Up to 
6 end limit switches can be monitored with one device

 Automatic commissioning - the controller automatically takes the system into 
operation during start up. “Plug and Play” solution!

 Easy installation - the UFC24-NM-6 / UFC230-NM-6 is delivered in a ready-
to-install housing. It can therefore be installed locally near the fire dampers. 
Thanks to the innovative mounting bracket, the UFC24-NM-6 / UFC230-NM-6 
can simply be snapped onto the bracket at any time during the project (in the 
factory, on site)

 Remote access included as a standard - connection via cloud or app possible 
at no additional cost. Access the M30-NM system - anytime and anywhere

	 Simplified	maintenance	and	visualization - the status of all connected, non-
motorized fire dampers can be seen at a glance. In addition, each end limit 
switch can be checked individually via the M30 controller! The logging and 
documentation of the positions / states of the inputs is available as standard. 
The log file can be sent via email (free cloud access)

 The M30 controller is the control cabinet - inputs and outputs for alarms and 
air handling unit are integrated

 Intuitive - simple operation via touch screen
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Are you interested? Please get in contact with 
us for an introduction of our solutions!

+41 79 400 38 10
info@smtec-ag.ch
www.smtec-ag.ch

Systems & Modules Technology AG
Frohwiesstrasse 43
CH - 8630 Rüti


